
 

 

 

 

May 4, 2021 

 

 

The Honorable Merrick Garland 

Attorney General 

U.S. Department of Justice 

950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20530 

 

 

Re: Amazon’s Possible Anticompetitive Corruption of the JEDI Procurement Process 

 

 

Dear Attorney General Garland: 

 

We request that the Department of Justice investigate potentially corrupt and anticompetitive 

conduct by Amazon Web Services, Inc. (“AWS”), a wholly owned subsidiary of Amazon.com, 

Inc. (“Amazon”), that may have violated federal conflict of interest and antitrust laws. 

Specifically, we are concerned that Amazon may have attempted to monopolize one or more 

markets relating to government and/or commercial cloud computing services by improperly 

influencing the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure procurement process. 

 

On July 26, 2018, the Department of Defense (“DoD”) issued Solicitation No. HQ0034-18-R-

0077, which sought to award the largest government cloud contract in history to a single 

contractor. This procurement, known as the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (“JEDI”) 

cloud procurement, is a single, potential 10 year, $10 billion Indefinite Delivery Indefinite 

Quantity contract to provide Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) 

for DoD to support warfighter operations across the entire Department. Industry experts tell us 

that cloud computing, which is marked by accelerated growth and rapid technological 

development, may generate over $1 trillion in annual revenue globally by 2026.1 

 

Secure cloud computing services for the United States Government, because of the unique 

security requirements, is arguably a discrete market within the overall cloud computing space. 

Winning a long-term, lucrative government cloud computing services contract may also give a 

competitor an advantage in adjacent commercial cloud computing services markets by funding 

infrastructure expansion and subsidizing fixed costs over the life of the contract. 

 

                                                            
1 https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/01/22/2162789/0/en/Global-Cloud-Computing-Market-Size-

Share-Will-Reach-USD-1025-9-Billion-by-2026-Facts-Factors.html  

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/01/22/2162789/0/en/Global-Cloud-Computing-Market-Size-Share-Will-Reach-USD-1025-9-Billion-by-2026-Facts-Factors.html
https://www.globenewswire.com/news-release/2021/01/22/2162789/0/en/Global-Cloud-Computing-Market-Size-Share-Will-Reach-USD-1025-9-Billion-by-2026-Facts-Factors.html
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AWS won such a contract from the United States Intelligence Community in 2013, a sole-source 

deal that catapulted AWS into the top tier of cloud services providers.2 In 2020, AWS accounted 

for 63% of Amazon’s profits.3 

 

Amazon’s Influence on the JEDI Procurement Process 

Amazon appears to have sought to replicate the lucrative nature of its 2013 contract by using 

inappropriate influence to secure the $10 billion, 10-year JEDI contract from the DoD in a non-

competitive process. Our understanding of the factual record is as follows: 

 

 We are aware that a senior DoD official, Sally Donnelly, who previously performed 

consulting work for Amazon’s cloud computing business, received more than $1 million 

in undisclosed payments while serving at the DoD from another Amazon consultant, 

Andre Pienaar, which she failed to disclose until after she resigned her position at DoD.4   

 

 We understand that in January 2017, Ms. Donnelly sold her consulting firm, SBD 

Advisors, to Mr. Pienaar, who appears to have folded it into another business, C5 Capital, 

Ltd., which also performed consulting services for Amazon related to cloud services 

contracts.5 We understand that the amount of the sale was $1.56 million, but that Ms. 

Donnelly reported only $390,000 in her financial disclosure statements and made 

questionable statements directly to government ethics officials regarding the amount of 

the sale.6 

 

 We also understand that SBD Advisors publicly denied—and in fact made statements to 

the contrary—that Mr. Pienaar was the true purchaser of Ms. Donnelly’s ownership 

interest, which was first disclosed in April 2020 pursuant to an investigation by the DoD 

Office of the Inspector General (“DoD OIG”).7 Further entangling the relationships 

between Ms. Donnelly, Ms. Pienaar, and Amazon, we understand that Pienaar was 

engaged to and married AWS’s Vice President of Worldwide Public Sector Sales, Teresa 

Carlson, during the relevant time period of the JEDI acquisition.   

                                                            
2 https://www.crn.com/news/cloud/240163382/amazon-wins-600-million-cia-cloud-deal-as-ibm-withdraws-

protest.htm; see also https://washingtontechnology.com/articles/2020/11/20/intelligence-c2e-cloud-awards.aspx.  
3 https://www.geekwire.com/2021/amazon-web-services-posts-record-13-5b-profits-2020-andy-jassys-aws-swan-

song/  
4 See S. Donnelly’s OGE Form 278e (May 17, 2017), at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3766126-

Donnelly-Sally.html; S. Donnelly OGE Form 278e (Aug. 30, 2017), at 

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4637737-Sally-Donnelly-New-Entrant-Report-Final.html; S. Donnelly, 

Termination Report (May 3, 2018), at https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4637738-Sally-Donnelly-

Termination-Report.html; DOD Office of the Inspector General, “Report on the Joint Enterprise Defense 

Infrastructure (JEDI) Cloud Procurement” (“DOD OIG Report”) (Apr. 13, 2020), at 169, n.144; M. Jeong, Vanity 

Fair, “Everybody Immediately Knew That It Was For Amazon”: Has Bezos Become More Powerful In D.C. Than 

Trump? (Aug. 13, 2018), at https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-

than-trump. 
5 See https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180403005624/en/ITC-Secure-Acquires-U.S.-based-SBD-

Advisors; https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-than-trump.  
6 See DOD OIG Rep. at 189-194; see also Footnote 4, supra. 
7 See https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/; 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-12-20/tech-giants-fight-over-10-billion-pentagon-cloud-contract; 

see also Footnote 4, supra.   

https://www.crn.com/news/cloud/240163382/amazon-wins-600-million-cia-cloud-deal-as-ibm-withdraws-protest.htm
https://www.crn.com/news/cloud/240163382/amazon-wins-600-million-cia-cloud-deal-as-ibm-withdraws-protest.htm
https://washingtontechnology.com/articles/2020/11/20/intelligence-c2e-cloud-awards.aspx
https://www.geekwire.com/2021/amazon-web-services-posts-record-13-5b-profits-2020-andy-jassys-aws-swan-song/
https://www.geekwire.com/2021/amazon-web-services-posts-record-13-5b-profits-2020-andy-jassys-aws-swan-song/
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3766126-Donnelly-Sally.html
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/3766126-Donnelly-Sally.html
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4637737-Sally-Donnelly-New-Entrant-Report-Final.html
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4637738-Sally-Donnelly-Termination-Report.html
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/4637738-Sally-Donnelly-Termination-Report.html
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-than-trump
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-than-trump
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180403005624/en/ITC-Secure-Acquires-U.S.-based-SBD-Advisors
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180403005624/en/ITC-Secure-Acquires-U.S.-based-SBD-Advisors
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-than-trump
https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2018-12-20/tech-giants-fight-over-10-billion-pentagon-cloud-contract
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 While serving as a senior DoD official and receiving undisclosed payments from Mr. 

Pienaar—who was being paid by Amazon during the relevant time, it appears that Ms. 

Donnelly wrote e-mail correspondence to other senior DoD officials commending Jeff 

Bezos, recommending Amazon’s cloud specifically, and highlighting its security 

features.8 

 

 We also understand that Ms. Donnelly urged, organized, and/or attended at least two 

private dinners involving Secretary Mattis and Amazon executives and consultants, 

including Mr. Bezos, Ms. Carlson, and Mr. Pienaar, where DoD’s cloud acquisition was 

discussed. We understand that two such dinners occurred in London and Washington, DC 

at various stages of the JEDI cloud acquisition process.9   

 

 We understand that another senior DoD official, Anthony DeMartino, who also worked 

as an Amazon consultant along with Ms. Donnelly at SBD Advisors before serving in the 

DoD, may have played an integral role in drafting directives regarding the Department’s 

cloud acquisition strategy, and may have participated in key meetings and events in 

connection with the DoD’s cloud acquisition—all while under an order from the DoD 

Standards of Conduct Office to recuse himself from matters involving Amazon.10 

 

 Finally, we also have concerns that the structure of the contract, particularly the “gating” 

or restricting criteria, appears to have designed so that only Amazon would qualify. We 

are aware of one individual, Deap Ubhi, the Lead Project Manager for the JEDI 

procurement, who may have played an integral role in writing the JEDI Cloud’s 

requirements with the intention of eliminating competition and ultimately was referred by 

the DOD OIG to the United States Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Virgnia 

for potential criminal prosecution.11 We understand that Mr. Ubhi worked for Amazon 

prior to his employment at the DoD, was recruited by Amazon while working as JEDI’s 

Lead Project Manager, and accepted Amazon’s employment offer while working as 

JEDI’s Lead Project Manager. We understand that neither Amazon nor Mr. Ubhi 

properly disclosed these employment negotiations to the DoD.12 We further understand 

that DOG OIG found that Mr. Ubhi “committed ethical violations when he lied, or failed 

to disclose information” and that his misconduct violated the FAR and JER.13  

 

These actions are alarming for multiple reasons. In addition to obvious procurement integrity 

issues, there appear to be multiple potential violations of Federal criminal laws that have yet to 

be investigated in any meaningful way, including potential violations of 18 U.S.C. §§ 203, 205, 

                                                            
8 DOD OIG Report, at 177. 
9 See James Bandler, Anjali Tsui, and Doris Burke, Fortune and ProPublica, “How Amazon and Silicon Valley 

Seduced the Pentagon” (Aug. 22, 2019), https://fortune.com/2019/08/22/amazon-bezos-silicon-valley-pentagon-

defense/; see also DOD OIG Rep. at 173-174, 184-85. 
10 DOD OIG Rep. at 201-06. 
11 See DOG OIG Rep. at 152 (“DoD OIG referred evidence of Mr. Ubhi’s false statements to the United States 

Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Virginia (EDVA), as possible false statements in violation of Title 18, 

U.S.C. § 1001 . . . .” 
12 DOD OIG Rep. at 128-152. 
13 DOD OIG Rep. at 152-157. 

https://fortune.com/2019/08/22/amazon-bezos-silicon-valley-pentagon-defense/
https://fortune.com/2019/08/22/amazon-bezos-silicon-valley-pentagon-defense/
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and 208 (criminal conflicts of interest); 18 U.S.C. § 201(b)(1) (bribery of a public official); and 

18 U.S.C. § 201(b)(2) (acceptance of a bribe by a public official). There also appear to be 

potential violations of Section 2 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. § 2, as Amazon, through its 

conduct, may have attempted and/or conspired to monopolize one or more markets within the 

cloud services space.  

 

We therefore urge you immediately to open an investigation into the JEDI procurement process 

and any attempt by Amazon to corrupt the process or harm competition. Please let us know if 

there are any additional resources you require to prevent irreversible harm to the cloud services 

market, the warfighter, or the American taxpayer. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

_________________________    _________________________ 

Sen. Mike Lee       Rep. Ken Buck 

Ranking Member      Ranking Member 

Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on     House Judiciary Subcommittee on 

Competition Policy, Antitrust, and    Antitrust, Commercial, and 

Consumer Rights      Administrative Law 

 

 

CC: Sean O’Donnell, Acting Inspector General, Department of Defense 

 Jeff Bezos, CEO, President, and Chairman, Amazon.com, Inc. 



 

 

 

 

May 4, 2021 

 

 

Sean O’Donnell 

Acting Inspector General 

Department of Defense – Office of Inspector General 

4800 Mark Center Drive 

Alexandria, VA 22350 

 

 

Re: Amazon’s Possible Anticompetitive Corruption of the JEDI Procurement Process 

 

 

We have recently reviewed the Department of Defense (“DoD”) Office of the Inspector General 

(“DoD IG”) report on the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure Cloud Procurement (“Report”). 

The DoD IG was tasked with investigating the extent to which illegal and undisclosed conflicts 

of interest on the part of senior DoD officials impacted the JEDI procurement.  

 

Based on our reading of the Report, it seems that the DoD IG investigation confirmed the 

existence of these conflicts, and more. Further, facts contained in numerous press stories 

regarding the procurement are largely or entirely confirmed by the Report.1 Conflicted officials 

clearly and repeatedly advocated on behalf of their former client to secure for it one of DoD’s 

largest and most important information technology contracts.  

 

The Report has now been issued and the DoD IG investigation is closed, yet this procurement 

remains highly controversial. For reasons I would like to understand for myself, the conclusions 

of the DoD IG seem to dismiss or otherwise condone conduct that appears to clearly violate 

numerous statutes. At a minimum it seems the facts create the appearance of impropriety.  

 

Disclosures by senior officials appear to have been untimely and incomplete.2 Clear instances 

requiring recusal seem to have been ignored.3 Conflicted officials were involved with shaping 

                                                            
1 See generally, https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/; 

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-than-trump; 

https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon; 

https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2021/02/23/60_years_after_eisenhowers_warning_distinct_signs_o

f_a_digital-intelligence_complex_127207.html;  
2 Rep. at 190-193. 
3 Rep. at 174-175. 

https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/
https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-than-trump
https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon
https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2021/02/23/60_years_after_eisenhowers_warning_distinct_signs_of_a_digital-intelligence_complex_127207.html
https://www.realclearinvestigations.com/articles/2021/02/23/60_years_after_eisenhowers_warning_distinct_signs_of_a_digital-intelligence_complex_127207.html
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JEDI’s structure.4 Government officials repeatedly provided preferential treatment to one bidder 

over others.5 And conflicted officials provided clear product advocacy.6  

 

In what may be the most troubling oversight, the Report seems to establish all the predicate facts 

establishing a criminal conspiracy. A bidder has a prior commercial relationship with a 

government official in a position of authority.7 That government official is receiving periodic 

(and undisclosed) payments during the official’s entire tenure in government service.8  

 

Those payments are coming from an individual with an established commercial and personal 

relationship with one bidder.9 At the same time, that bidder is providing funding to the individual 

who is, in turn, making payments to the government official.10 And through all of this, the 

government official is taking action to benefit the bidder.11 Yet, while all of these individual 

facts are confirmed by the Report, the Report fails to confront the obvious conclusion: laws were 

broken.  

Ultimately, our ethics system relies in the first instance on self-disclosure and then on 

independent oversight, yet neither of those seem to have occurred in this matter. The taxpayer 

and the warfighter deserve an actual, meaningful engagement with the evidence and review of 

what occurred here.  

 

Please provide our offices on an expedited basis the entire investigative file compiled by the 

DoD OIG and the Defense Criminal Investigative Service (“DCIS”) relating to the investigation 

into conflicts of interest with the JEDI procurement, including but not limited to the following: 

 All emails, communications, memoranda, or other documentary evidence relating to 

Secretary Mattis, Sally Donnelly, and Anthony DeMartino, and referencing either DoD 

cloud or JEDI, including but not limited to every email referenced, cited, or paraphrased 

in the Report; 

 All investigative documentation relating to Amazon Vice President Teresa Carlson and 

Mr. Andre Pienaar; 

 All witness statements, interview summaries, exhibits, notes, and transcripts; 

 Any reports, writeups, summaries, or any other type of intermediate work product created 

in connection with the investigation; 

 A list of personnel and contact information from the DCIS who conducted the hands-on 

investigation; 

 Unredacted documents pertaining to any disciplinary actions taken in connection with 

this investigation. 

 

                                                            
4 Rep. at 155. 
5 Rep. at 173-175; 184. 
6 Rep. at 177. 
7 Rep. at 189. 
8 Rep. at 189-190. 
9 Rep. at 190. 
10 https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/ 
11 Rep. at 173-175; 184. 

https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/
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The Report notes that the IG collected gigabytes of emails and conducted dozens of witness 

interviews, so this information should be readily available. I look forward to your prompt 

cooperation so that my office can perform our important oversight function regarding this matter. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

_________________________    _________________________ 

Sen. Mike Lee       Rep. Ken Buck 

Ranking Member      Ranking Member 

Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on     House Judiciary Subcommittee on 

Competition Policy, Antitrust, and    Antitrust, Commercial, and 

Consumer Rights      Administrative Law 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

May 4, 2021 

 

 

Jeff Bezos 

Chief Executive Officer 

Amazon.com, Inc. 

410 Terry Ave North 

Seattle, WA 98109 

 

 

Re: Amazon’s Possible Anticompetitive Corruption of the JEDI Procurement Process 

 

 

Dear Mr. Bezos: 

 

We are writing regarding potentially corrupt and anticompetitive conduct by Amazon Web 

Services, Inc. (“AWS”) that may have violated federal conflict of interest and antitrust laws. 

Specifically, we are concerned that Amazon may have attempted to monopolize one or more 

markets relating to government and/or commercial cloud computing services by improperly 

influencing the Joint Enterprise Defense Infrastructure procurement process. 

 

In 2013, the U.S. Intelligence Community awarded AWS a single award contract under the 

program called Commercial Cloud Services (C2S). On July 26, 2018, the Department of Defense 

(“DOD”) issued Solicitation No. HQ0034-18-R-0077, which sought to award the largest 

government cloud contract in history to a single contractor. This procurement, known as the Joint 

Enterprise Defense Infrastructure (“JEDI”) cloud procurement, is a single, potential 10 year, $10 

billion Indefinite Delivery Indefinite Quantity contract to provide Infrastructure as a Service 

(IaaS) and Platform as a Service (PaaS) for DOD to support warfighter operations across the 

entire Department. 

 

Despite Congress’s clear preference for competition in Federal contracting, the JEDI program 

was awarded as a single contract, ultimately to Microsoft, but is currently under protest by 

Amazon. This pattern of large, long-term single awards presents serious concerns because of the 

potential to create monopolies for cloud services within the Federal government, deny taxpayers 

the benefits of price competition, and reduce innovation to support war fighting efforts.  

 

Our concerns therefore go to the process under which JEDI was conceived, the reasons JEDI was 

originally contemplated as a non-competitive award utilizing the DOD’s Other Transaction 

Authority (“OTA”), and the reasons JEDI was conceived as a single award, despite Congress’s 

well-understood and clearly articulated preference for full and ongoing competition.  
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Please respond to the following questions by May 31, 2021. If you have any questions you may 

contact Sen. Lee’s staff. 

 

Amazon Public Sector Federal Cloud Business 

1. Please provide the total value of all Amazon Web Services (“AWS”) contracts with the 

U.S. Federal Government, including through AWS’s subcontracts and other business 

arrangements with systems integrators and other prime contractors.1 Please also provide a 

list of all U.S. Federal agencies for which AWS itself or through systems integrators and 

other prime contractors provides cloud services. Please list all current contracts for AWS 

services, the date of the contracts, the contract term, the aggregate value, and the annual 

recurring revenue. 

 

2. In responding above, please identify which, if any, awards were made as part of a 

competitive RFP and which were made using any form of sole source, OTA, single 

award, General Services Administration (“GSA”) schedule, or Governmentwide 

Acquisition Contract (“GWAC”) contracting authority.  

 

3. Please provide a list of all current Amazon Web Services employees hired directly from 

Federal agencies over the past five years, and please note which of those employees are 

currently working in roles related (directly or indirectly) to procuring services with their 

prior employer.  

 

Origins of JEDI 

On September 13, 2017, Deputy Secretary of Defense Patrick Shanahan issued a memorandum 

entitled “Accelerating Enterprise Cloud Adoption.”2 This was the first time the acquisition of a 

DOD enterprise-wide cloud was made public and official. This memo is notable for its direction 

to utilize “a tailored acquisition process,” as opposed to a competitive procurement.  

 

4. Please provide or describe any communication anyone at Amazon had with Secretary of 

Defense James Mattis, Senior Advisor to Secretary Mattis Sally Donnelly, Chief of Staff 

to the Deputy Secretary of Defense Anthony DeMartino, Defense Digital Service 

Director Chris Lynch, or Defense Innovation Board Executive Director Josh Marcuse 

regarding the subject and contents of DSD Shanahan’s memorandum prior to its release 

on September 13, 2017. 

 

5. Please explain what you believe was meant by “tailored acquisition process” in DSD 

Shanahan’s September 13 memorandum. Was it Amazon’s understanding prior to, or 

commensurate with, the September 13, 2017 Memorandum that DOD’s enterprise cloud 

was being considered as a single direct award, including potentially as an OTA? 

 

6. At the time of the memorandum, did Amazon believe there was to be a Request for 

Proposals and a competitive evaluation or that the contract simply would be awarded to a 

                                                       
1 The term “Amazon,” “Amazon Web Services,” and “AWS,” are used interchangeably throughout this document. 

Please respond to all questions assuming all businesses and operating units under the Amazon corporate structure. 
2 https://www.nextgov.com/media/gbc/docs/pdfs_edit/090518cloud2ng.pdf 
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single vendor? If you believed it was intended as a competition, please provide any 

support that would support that conclusion. 
 

Amazon/Amazon Web Services Relationship with SBD Advisors and Sally Donnelly 

It has been established by the Department of Defense Inspector General that Amazon retained 

Washington D.C.-based SBD Advisors for consulting services.3 The Inspector General further 

established that SBD Advisors principal Sally Donnelly provided consulting services for 

Amazon prior to entering DOD as Senior Advisor to Secretary Mattis.4 It has been reported that 

Amazon remained a client of SBD Advisors until at least March 2018, spanning the entire tenure 

of Ms. Donnelly at DOD.5 

 

7. Please describe any business or commercial relationship Amazon has ever had with SBD 

Advisors or Ms. Sally Donnelly. 

 

8. Please describe SBD Advisors and/or Ms. Donnelly’s work for Amazon regarding 

advocacy for Amazon cloud services with U.S. Government agencies, including the 

Department of Defense. 

 

9. Please provide copies of all contracts, scopes of work, memoranda, strategy documents, 

presentations, emails, and text messages relating to SBD Advisors and/or Ms. Donnelly’s 

work on behalf of Amazon with the Department of Defense.  

 

10. Please provide the total amount paid by Amazon or any affiliate to Sally Donnelly or 

SBD Advisors. Please include a schedule of those payments including the dates and 

individual amounts.  

 

11. Please describe all interactions between Ms. Donnelly6 and any Amazon employee, 

including but not limited to Jeff Bezos, Andy Jassy, Ariel Kelman, Teresa Carlson7, Max 

Peterson, Jennifer Chronis, Mark Ryland, Mary Camarata, and Jay Carney between 

January 20, 2017 and March 31, 2018. Please provide all relevant emails and text 

messages, including from personal email accounts. 

 

Amazon/Amazon Web Services Relationship with SBD Advisors and Anthony DeMartino 

Mr. Anthony DeMartino was also a principal in the firm SBD Advisors and provided consulting 

services to Amazon. In January 2017, Mr. DeMartino left SBD Advisors and joined the 

Department of Defense, eventually serving as Chief of Staff to the Deputy Secretary of Defense. 

It has been established by the DOD IG that Mr. DeMartino participated in the preparation and 

                                                       
3 https://media.defense.gov/2020/Apr/21/2002285087/-1/-

1/1/REPORT%20ON%20THE%20JOINT%20ENTERPRISE%20DEFENSE%20INFRASTRUCTURE%20(JEDI)

%20CLOUD%20PROCUREMENT%20DODIG-2020-079.PDF, at 189. 
4 Rep. at 189. 
5 https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/ 
6 With regard to Ms. Donnelly please include all email to and from the addresses sally.donnelly@gmail.com, as well 

as her SBD Advisors email domain. 
7 With regard to all questions involving Teresa Carlson please include documents from both Ms. Carlson’s official 

Amazon e-mail account as well as teresacarlson@gmail.com or teresa.carlson@live.com.  

https://media.defense.gov/2020/Apr/21/2002285087/-1/-1/1/REPORT%20ON%20THE%20JOINT%20ENTERPRISE%20DEFENSE%20INFRASTRUCTURE%20(JEDI)%20CLOUD%20PROCUREMENT%20DODIG-2020-079.PDF
https://media.defense.gov/2020/Apr/21/2002285087/-1/-1/1/REPORT%20ON%20THE%20JOINT%20ENTERPRISE%20DEFENSE%20INFRASTRUCTURE%20(JEDI)%20CLOUD%20PROCUREMENT%20DODIG-2020-079.PDF
https://media.defense.gov/2020/Apr/21/2002285087/-1/-1/1/REPORT%20ON%20THE%20JOINT%20ENTERPRISE%20DEFENSE%20INFRASTRUCTURE%20(JEDI)%20CLOUD%20PROCUREMENT%20DODIG-2020-079.PDF
mailto:sally.donnelly@gmail.com
mailto:teresacarlson@gmail.com
mailto:teresa.carlson@live.com
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issuance of DSD Shanahan’s September 2017 memorandum entitled “Accelerating Enterprise 

Cloud Adoption.”8  

 

12. Please describe DeMartino’s consulting work for Amazon while at SBD Advisors 

regarding cloud services with U.S. Government agencies, including the Department of 

Defense.  

 

13. Please describe all interactions between DeMartino and any Amazon employee, including 

but not limited to Jeff Bezos, Andy Jassy, Ariel Kelman, Teresa Carlson9, Max Peterson, 

Jennifer Chronis, Mark Ryland, Mary Camarata, and Jay Carney between January 20, 

2017 and March 31, 2018. Please provide all relevant emails and text messages, including 

from private email accounts. 

 

AWS Relationship with C5 and/or Andre Pienaar 

C5 Capital Ltd., founded by Andre Pienaar, is a commercial partner of Amazon Web Services. In 

May 2017, AWS Vice President Teresa Carlson was quoted as saying: “We’ve been partnering 

with C5 around the world for a long time.”10 C5 is also a known sponsor of many Amazon 

events including AWS re:Invent. At least until March 2018 Amazon Web Services also had a 

commercial relationship with SBD Advisors. 11 On March 8, 2020, AWS Vice President of 

Global Public Sector sales Teresa Carlson and Andre Pienaar were married in Washington, DC.  

 

14. Please describe any business or commercial relationship Amazon has ever had with C5 

and/or Andre Pienaar. 

 

15. Please provide the total amount of payments or other forms of consideration paid by 

Amazon or any affiliate to: C5 or any of its affiliated companies; or Andre Pienaar or any 

of his affiliated companies. Please include any payments that may have been made as part 

of reseller or partner agreements.  

 

16. Please document the time when Amazon became aware that Ms. Teresa Carlson and Mr. 

Andre Pienaar were involved personally and/or engaged to be married. Did Amazon put 

any procedures in place to separate Ms. Carlson from the AWS/C5 commercial 

relationship? Please provide all documentation and email correspondence relating to any 

firewall established between Ms. Carlson and C5. 

 

17. Was Ms. Carlson responsible for monetary and/or in-kind consideration provided to 

C5/Andre Pienaar as part of the commercial relationship with Amazon? Did Andy Jassy, 

CEO of AWS or Jay Carney, Senior Vice President of Global Corporate Affairs, approve 

any contracts or financial remuneration between AWS and C5 or Andre Pienaar? If not, 

which Amazon employee did? 

                                                       
8 Rep. at 205. 
9 With regard to all questions involving Teresa Carlson please include documents from both Ms. Carlson’s official 

Amazon e-mail account as well as teresacarlson@gmail.com or teresa.carlson@live.com.  
10 https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/08/has-bezos-become-more-powerful-in-dc-than-trump 
11 https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/ 

mailto:teresacarlson@gmail.com
mailto:teresa.carlson@live.com
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18. Please provide all contracts (including the signature page) between Amazon and C5, 

including its related entities. 

 

Sale of SBD Advisors 

In January 2017, Andre Pienaar acquired SBD Advisors from its principal, Sally Donnelly, upon 

Ms. Donnelly joining DOD.12 According to the DOD IG, during the period January 2017 through 

March 2018, Mr. Pienaar (then 100 percent owner of SBD) made four progress payments in the 

amount of $390,000 to Ms. Donnelly related to the sale of SBD Advisors for a total $1.56 

million.13 As established above, Amazon was still a client of SBD Advisors throughout this 

period. Amazon was also a commercial partner of C5 throughout this period. Amazon’s Teresa 

Carlson and C5’s Andre Pienaar were engaged to be married during this timeframe. 

 

19. Describe when Amazon first became aware that Donnelly intended to sell her firm and 

describe any discussions between any Amazon employee and any other person (including 

Andre Pienaar, Sally Donnelly, and Anthony DeMartino) regarding the sale of SBD 

Advisors. Please provide any communications regarding the sale of SBD Advisors in the 

possession of any Amazon employee. 

 

20. Given that, at the time of the sale of SBS Advisors, Amazon had a commercial 

relationship with both C5/Andre Pienaar and SBD Advisors, please explain what steps 

Amazon took to ensure the appropriate controls were in place regarding communications 

with Ms. Donnelly upon her move to DOD. 

 

21. What measures were taken to assess whether Ms. Carlson’s relationship with Andre 

Pienaar, as the owner/director of C5 as well as the owner of SBD Advisors, complied 

with Amazon’s Code of Business Conduct and Ethics or similar policies? 

  

22. In 2018, a spokesman for SBD Advisors, Price Floyd, made statements to the press 

denying that the purchaser of SBD Advisors had any commercial relationship with 

Amazon Web Services and identifying the purchaser of SBD Advisors as a “group of 

investors led by Win Sheridan,” without any reference to Andre Pienaar.14 Mr. Floyd 

stated: “None of these [investors] hold any interest in the defense sector, nor have any 

commercial relationship with Amazon Web Services.”15 At the same time, Charlie Jack, a 

spokesman for C5 said: “Neither C5 Capital nor any of its venture capital funds or 

employees bought any shares from Sally Donnelly in January 2017 when she sold her 

interest in the firm before commencing public service.”16 According to the DOD IG, Ms. 

Donnelly sold the controlling interest of her firm to Mr. Pienaar, making these statements 

obviously and demonstrably untrue when they were made.17  

                                                       
12 Rep. at 169. 
13 Rep. at 189-190. 
14 https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/ 
15 The Capitol Forum, Vol. 6 No. 225 June 8, 2018. 
16 Id.  
17 Rep. at 169. 
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a. Describe any communication between any Amazon employee and any other 

person regarding these statements to the press, either before or after they were 

made.  

 

b. Please describe and provide all emails/documents relating to the first time 

Amazon understood that SBD Advisors was sold to Mr. Andre Pienaar, a 

commercial partner of Amazon. 

 

c. Please describe any communications between Amazon and the public relations 

firm Hudson Sandler or any of its agents or representatives regarding C5 and/or 

SBD. 

 

d. When did Amazon first become aware of this public statement denying any 

commercial relationship between the purchaser of SBD Advisors and AWS? 

 

e. Why has Amazon not corrected this obvious misstatement? 

 

23. It has been reported that Amazon continued to retain SBD Advisors following Donnelly’s 

departure from SBD Advisors and the sale of SBD Advisors to Andre Pienaar.18 Please 

describe: 

 

a. Any discussion with Donnelly (or any other person associated with SBD 

Advisors) before or after the sale of her firm regarding whether Amazon would 

continue to retain SBD Advisors, for what purpose, at what cost to Amazon, and 

for how long. Please also describe the involvement of Andre Pienaar in any such 

discussions. 

 

b. For what reason did Amazon cease its commercial relationship with SBD 

Advisors in March 2018, the same month Donnelly resigned from DOD? 

 

c. Was Amazon aware that, at the time it was paying SBD Advisors, SBD 

Advisors/Andre Pienaar was also making periodic progress payments to Ms. 

Donnelly in the amount of $390,000? Was Ms. Carlson aware of this fact? 

 

d. Between the periods January 2017 and March 2018, who at SDB Advisors was 

providing services to Amazon? Please provide the names of any SBD Advisors 

personnel providing services, number and subject of any calls, meetings, or other 

interactions between Amazon and SBD Advisors during this time. 

 

 

 

 

                                                       
18 https://dailycaller.com/2018/08/08/sally-donnelly-defense-department-jedi-cloud-amazon/ (“Floyd added that the 

firm continued to consult for AWS until March or April 2018.”). 
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Relevant JEDI Meetings 

24. On August 10, 2017, Secretary Mattis travelled to Amazon headquarters in Seattle and 

met with Jeff Bezos and other senior Amazon leaders.19 

 

a. Please provide a list of attendees at that meeting and provide any 

contemporaneous notes that may have been taken by any Amazon employees in 

attendance. 

 

b. After Secretary Mattis and Mr. Bezos departed that meeting, it has been reported 

that a number of Amazon and DOD employees continued the meeting. Please list 

which Amazon employees attended the follow-on meeting, and provide any 

contemporaneous notes or follow-on email communications. 

 

c. Shortly after that meeting on August 10th, AWS DOD General Manager Jennifer 

Chronis submitted “options and potential cost estimates for a notional DOD move 

to the cloud” to Defense Innovation Board Executive Director Joshua Marcuse. 

Please provide all internal documents and communications associated with that 

proposal. Please also provide all internal documents and communications 

memorializing Ms. Chronis’s September 1, 2017 conversation with Mr. Marcuse 

referred to by Ms. Chronis in her September 6, 2017 e-mail. 

 

d. Was the DOD “move to the cloud” in the Marcuse correspondence discussed at 

the meeting between Bezos and Mattis at Amazon headquarters in August 2017 or 

any follow-on meeting? 

 

25. In March 2017 Teresa Carlson attended a private dinner with Secretary Mattis, Ms. 

Donnelly, Mr. Pienaar, and others in London held at 5 Hertford Street, one of London’s 

most exclusive clubs.20 

 

a. Name every person at Amazon or the DOD with whom any Amazon employee 

discussed Carlson’s attendance at this dinner before it occurred. 

 

b. Provide all documents, including emails, regarding the goals of that meeting, 

talking points, or preparatory memoranda. 

 

c. Describe in detail any ethical review of Carlson’s attendance at this dinner, 

including as it related to Amazon obligations under the Federal Acquisition 

Regulations or any person’s obligation under federal ethics requirements and 

limitations. 

 

d. Given Ms. Donnelly’s attendance at that dinner, please detail any legal guidance 

provided by Amazon to Ms. Carlson regarding her communications with Ms. 

Donnelly. 

                                                       
19 https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon 
20 Rep. at 173-175; https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon 
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26. On January 4, 2018, DSD Shanahan issued a second cloud memorandum entitled 

“Accelerating Enterprise Cloud Adoption Update,” which modified the September 2017 

memorandum and changed the term “tailored acquisition process” to “full and open 

competition.” Two weeks later, on January 17, 2018, Teresa Carlson and Jeff Bezos 

attended a private four-person dinner with Secretary Mattis and Senior Advisor Donnelly 

at DBGB restaurant in Washington DC.21  

 

a. Describe in detail the arrangements for this dinner, including any communications 

between Amazon and Secretary Mattis’ office, Donnelly, or any other DOD 

personnel. 

 

b. Please provide any notes or summary of the meeting memorialized by Ms. 

Carlson, Mr. Bezos, or anyone else at Amazon. 

 

c. Please provide any follow-up correspondence (email and otherwise), including 

thank-you notes, between any Amazon employee and any DOD employee. 

 

d. Describe in detail any ethical review of Carlson’s or Bezos’s attendance at this 

dinner, including Amazon’s obligations under the Federal Acquisition 

Regulations or any person’s obligation under federal ethics requirements and 

limitations. 

 

Communications with the DOD Cloud Executive Steering Group, Office of the Secretary of 

Defense and the Defense Digital Service  

27. Please provide all communication between any Amazon employee and any member of 

the DOD Cloud Executive Steering Group (“CESG”) between September 13, 2017 and 

November 1, 2019, including any memorandum, draft documents, redlined documents, 

suggested/recommended gate criteria, talking points, or comments, relating to the work of 

the Cloud Executive Steering Group. 

 

28. Please provide all communication between any Amazon employee and any member of 

the Office of the Secretary of Defense (“OSD”) between September 13, 2017 and 

November 1, 2019, including any memorandum, draft documents, redlined documents, 

suggested/recommended gate criteria, talking points, or comments, relating to the work of 

the OSD. 

 

29. Please provide all communications between any Amazon employee and any member of 

the DOD Defense Digital Service between September 13, 2016 and November 1, 2019, 

including any memorandum, draft documents, redlined documents, 

suggested/recommended gate criteria, talking points, or comments, relating to the work of 

the Defense Digital Service. 

 

                                                       
21 Rep. at 183-185; https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon 
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Pallas Advisors 

Pallas Advisors is a Washington DC-based consulting firm established by Sally Donnelly and 

Anthony DeMartino in July 2018 after they departed DOD.22 

 

30. Please provide all communications between any Amazon employee and Ms. Sally 

Donnelly and/or Anthony DeMartino regarding the creation/establishment of Pallas 

Advisors. 

 

31. Mr. Robert Daigle was a member of the DOD Cloud Executive Steering Group and is 

now a Principal with the firm Pallas Advisors.23 Please describe and provide any 

communication between Amazon and Mr. Daigle either during his service with the DOD 

or since his departure. 

 

32. Dr. Will Roper was a member of the DOD Cloud Executive Steering Group and is now a 

Senior Counselor with the firm Pallas Advisors.24 Please describe and provide any 

communication between Amazon and Dr. Roper either during his service with the DOD 

or since his departure. 

 

33. Ms. Essye Miller was a member of the DOD Cloud Executive Steering Committee and is 

now a Principal with the firm Pallas Advisors.25 Please describe and provide any 

communication between Amazon and Ms. Miller either during her service with the DOD 

or since her departure. 

 

34. Lieutenant General (Retired) Tony Ierardi was previously the Joint Staff’s J-8 Director 

where he played a significant role in the JEDI procurement, including as the Secretary of 

the Joint Requirements Oversight Council (“JROC”). He is now a Principal at Pallas 

Advisors.26 Please provide all communications between any Amazon employee and Mr. 

Ierardi either during his time on active duty or since.  

 

35. Please describe all commercial/financial relationships between Amazon and Pallas 

Advisors or its related entities and/or funds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                       
22 https://www.pallasadvisors.com/our-team 
23 https://www.pallasadvisors.com/bob-daigle 
24 https://www.pallasadvisors.com/will-roper 
25 https://www.pallasadvisors.com/essye-miller 
26 pallasadvisors.com/tony-ierardi 
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Thank you for your prompt attention to these questions and concerns. We look forward to 

receiving and reviewing your responses. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

_________________________    _________________________ 

Sen. Michael S. Lee      Rep. Ken Buck 

Ranking Member      Ranking Member 

Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on     House Judiciary Subcommittee on 

Competition Policy, Antitrust, and    Antitrust, Commercial, and 

Consumer Rights      Administrative Law 

 

 

CC: Hon. Merrick Garland, Attorney General, Department of Justice 

Sean O’Donnell, Acting Inspector General, Department of Defense 


